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Abstract: 

 

The global architecture of the DOCTOR virtualized architecture, adopting NDN as main use case, 

was defined in Task 1.2 in compliance with the ETSI NFV specification. As a second step of the 

overall architecture specification, the definition of the Control and Management plane, integrating 

the security orchestration and having effects on VNFs configuration and monitoring, is the purpose 

of this deliverable. The security analysis performed in Task 2.1 has permit to define critical attack 

scenarios threatening NDN and SDN/NFV. It has guided us into the definition of the security moni-

toring and orchestration of the DOCTOR architecture. This monitoring architecture, fitted to per-

form the detection of these threats, has been fully defined in Task 2.2, as has been implemented 

and evaluated with regards to the detection algorithms of the considered attacks. We are now in 

position to expose the identified countermeasures and remediations that the DOCTOR Security 

Orchestration is able to produce against such threats. We also underline how we leveraged the 

TOSCA OASIS standard for its definition, using a crafted NDN oriented extension which enables 

the capture of both deployment and operational behavior requirements of NDN services. 
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1 Introduction 

The goal of the DOCTOR project is to define and demonstrate the secure deployment and opera-

tion of NDN. By complying with an SDN/NFV architecture based on the ETSI recommendations, 

thus running the NDN components in a virtualized architecture, it demonstrates the induced flexi-

bility, the low cost and ability to be orchestrated and quickly react to events. This organization 

permits to increase the security, the resilience and the QoS of the whole network architecture.  

 

The project first subtask (T1.1) was a technical assessment of the most appropriate IT virtualization 

solution to be used as an infrastructure by the DOCTOR project. By taking advantage of the VNFI 

and the SDN controller, the next subtask (T1.2) consisted in designing a secure network services 

deployment. This is based on the definition of a Control and Management plane integrating the 

Security Orchestration. The following subtask (T2.1) was then related to the security analysis of this 

architecture in order to identify the most critical attacks able to target the NDN technology and the 

SDN/NFV virtual infrastructure. It was followed by a definition in the next subtask (T2.2) of the 

technical solutions for the detection of these attacks, the required security-oriented monitoring and 

the software components implementing it. 

 

This document presents how the chosen system architecture is then able to provide the expected 

reliability level of the NDN network functions. It contains a refined description of the global archi-

tecture, details the components specification, including SDN/NFV virtualized ones, and explain 

how the whole system is able to respond proactively and reactively to threats and vulnerabilities. 

 

It is organized as follow: Section 2 refines the ETSI compatible architecture (ETSI GS NFV-INF 002 

V1.2.1, 2014) (ETSI GS NFV-MAN 001 V1.1.1, 2014) of the DOCTOR deployment with the updated 

project support architecture required for the security of the NDN and SDN/NFV environment. Sec-

tion 3 contains the specification of those components, their role and origin (already available open-

source components or developed by the DOCTOR project partners). The remediations and coun-

termeasures selected in response to threats corresponding to the previously identified NDN specif-

ic vulnerabilities are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 defines the orchestration of the VNFs 

which relies on the usage of the OASIS TOSCA language and profile. The extensibility of the latter 

has permitted us to define a dedicated NDN profile for TOSCA. This definition captures the speci-

ficities of content-oriented functions and of the orchestration operations. 
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2 Comprehensive architecture specification 

+ 

 
Figure 1: Overall architecture with MANO components 

 

Figure 1 provides a comprehensive view of the final DOCTOR Architecture. This figure further re-

fines the first architecture explored in subtask 1.2 without questioning the components it already 

identified as well as their relations. Especially, one can remark that all NFVI elements selected at 

that step are unchanged. Rather, MANO components have been refined. Subsequently, we specify 

the role of each of these components, with regards to the last updates we have performed in the 

DOCTOR project: 

 

 Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure: NFVI includes all network, computing and 

storage resources (hardware and software) needed to deploy and connect Virtual Network 

Function (VNF) in carrier networks. NFVI resources include: 

 VNFs deployed over containers 

 Containers connectivity ensured using VXLAN networks. 

 

 Virtual Infrastructure Manager: DOCTOR’s VIM is the piece of software (Docker through its 

Swarm API) responsible for controlling and managing the NFVI compute, storage, and net-

work resources. VIM operations include: 
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 Orchestrating the allocation and release of NFVI resources as requested by other 

MANO blocks (NFVO and VNFMs) and according to the constraints that they have 

specified. 

 Keeping an inventory of the allocation of virtual resources and discovering the capabili-

ties and features of these resources (IDs, network addresses, ports, etc.) 

 

 Virtual Network Function: DOCTOR’s VNFs are dockerized applications. They include: the 

DOCTOR ingress and egress gateways, the NDN router, the signature verification module 

and an NDN-based firewall. 

 

 Element Manager (EM): The EM is responsible for FCAPS management functionality for a 

VNF. More specifically, the EM includes a local controller unit (MMT Local Controller) which 

provides monitoring, management and control of a virtualized NDN function. This includes: 

 Monitoring key content-based metrics (e.g., cache hits and misses); 

 Monitoring key performance metrics (system); 

 Triggering alarms (security and performance) towards the MMT Tenant controller; 

 Configuring (add/update/delete) ICN routes using NDN API. 

 

 MMT Tenant Controller: The tenant controller is the strategic control point for the NDN vir-

tualized network. It manages and controls the virtualized underlying network according to 

NFVO requirements. Following the SDN logic, the MMT Tenant Controller represents a cen-

tral point of control and maintains a global view over the deployed virtual network. His main 

functions include: 

 Sending configurations to VNF’s element manager; 

 Receiving VNFs operating statistics; 

 Receiving VNFs notification. 

The tenant controller also embeds security applications that allow it to monitor the virtual net-

work and to issue notifications towards the orchestrator. 

 

 VNF Manager: The VNF Manager is responsible for the lifecycle management of VNF in-

stances. In the context of the DOCTOR project, each network tenant will have its own 

VNFM. VNFM actions include: 

 Configuring VNFs (e.g. a NDN prefix for a HTTP/NDN gateway) 

 Starting/stopping VNFs 

 Monitoring (received through the MMT tenant controller) 

 Scaling up/down (e.g. spawning new containers) 

 Upgrading (e.g. adding new strategies to the NFD module) 

Communication between the VNFM and both the NFVO and the Tenant controller are also en-

sured through RESTful API. 

 

 TOSCA processor: TOSCA, which is an OASIS standardized language, is the de-facto 

standard for modelling Cloud and NFV applications. The TOSCA processor reads the 

TOSCA templates and creates an in-memory graph of TOSCA nodes and their relationship. 

The in-memory graph is then passed to the NFVO engine which extracts deployment and 

service functions chaining information. 

 

 Orchestration engine: The Orchestration engine represents the NFVO core component. It 

includes three main modules: 
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 NFVO core represents the glue between all others NFVO modules. In particular, NFVO 

core includes all the processes that allow transforming a TOSCA specification to a set 

of instruction to send to other MANO blocks.  

 NDN engine centralizes the NDN knowledge of the orchestrator. This generally repre-

sents the routines and instructions that allow the orchestrator to deal with ICN key con-

cepts, such as: Interest and Data packets. 

 MMT infrastructure security ensures multi-tenancy security. To do this, MMT infrastruc-

ture security module receives operational information and security reports from all 

VNFMs. Subsequently, all these data are analysed and if an attack or vulnerability is de-

tected, a report is sent to the administrator (through the dashboard) so that he can trig-

gers the required remediation, whether automatic (already on-boarder TOSCA tem-

plates) or manual. 

 

 MMT Dashboard: MMT dashboard is a human-friendly interface to the NFVO. It allows ad-

mins to monitor virtual networks operating status. Also, MMT dashboard can show notifica-

tions to get inputs from administrator like applying some on-border strategies (already 

specified in the TOSCA file, or other file type). 

 

 CyberCaptor: CyberCaptor is composed by a set of dockerized applications which provides 

comprehensive risk analysis on a network through attack graph generation in mixed IP and 

NDN networks. It complements other components performing attacks detection based on 

dynamic computation of probes output, by providing predictive security intelligence based 

on incremental environment analysis, computation of the potential attacker chains of vul-

nerabilities exploitation and of the more effective response according to defined cost met-

rics. It offers the following features: 

 vulnerabilities collect 

 potential threats evaluation 

 most probable and impacting attacks identification 

 risk assessment and countermeasure solution proposal 

 

Processing is performed on raw cyber security data:  

 network topology, firewall rules, flow matrix, routing tables for the IP part 

 faces, links, routers and gateways for the NDN part 

 virtual machines deployment, hypervisors and orchestrators for the virtualized infra-

structure part 

 vulnerability scan information (e.g. by Nessus) 

 

Having access to this information, the attack graph engine is able to generate the attack graph 

containing all attack paths (chain of vulnerability exploitation) of the information system. The at-

tack paths are then scored according to their likelihood and difficulty, using metrics such as the 

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) and presented to client applications through a 

RESTful API. 

3 Specification of components 

On the basis of the macroscopic role of the different components presented in section 2, we now 

exhaustively specify them. As such, in the following section, for each of them, we provide all the 

elements which are required to proceed to their implementation and evaluation in the next steps of 

the DOCTOR project. 
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3.1 VNFs and VNFs’ Elements management components 

3.1.1 MMT Tenant Controller 

The MMT Tenant controller presents a central point to control the Tenant Network. In addition to 

ensure network configuration, the controller implements monitoring and security algorithms that 

allows him to detect attacks like IFA and CPA. 

 

Indeed, all network features that need a global view over the tenant network are implemented in 

the MMT Tenant Controller, such algorithms that allow detecting IFA or CPA attacks. In the oppo-

site, the features that do not need global view to ensure their tasks are implemented at the VNF’s 

Element manager side. 

 

The MMT Tenant Controller receives metrics coming from different probes in order to correlate 

them over time. A rest API is defined to receive these metrics in the format of TLV encoded in 64-

base. Each metric is received from a specific probe number and interface number. 

 

URL METHOD Requests Parameter Response 

/api/ndn_security POST {data: 

<tlv_data_encoded_enbase64>} 

OK 

 

3.1.2 Element manager 

VNF’s Elements management is a component, developed in Python, that is embedded in each VNF 

in order to allow its instrumentation by the VNFM and MMT Tenant Controller. In the context of the 

DOCTOR project, each VNF (Gateways, NFD routers and firewall) has its own EM, which includes a 

REST interface connected to the tenant’s management network. The EM allows the VNF to receive 

configurations like commands to execute on the VNF and also is used to send state notifications. 

 

The advantage to using an EM is that VNF’s technical details are abstract by the EM. Indeed, each 

EM presents interfaces that implement the necessary functions to instruments a VNF, such in-

stalling initial configuration, applying an update or sending a notification. Thus, MANO’s blocks will 

not require update upon VNF’s implementation or version VNF change. 

 

The API of the element manager to receive configuration and updates from VNFM is presented in 

the following table: 

 

URL METHOD Requests Parameter Response 

/vnfm/init_configuration POST {<prefix>: [<list_face>]} OK 

/vnfm/update_configuration POST {‘to_add’: [<list_prefix>], 
‘to_delete’:[<list_prefix>], 
‘strategy’:<multicast/roundrobin> 
} 

OK 

/vnfm/update_faces POST {<prefix>: [<list_face>]}  OK 

/vnfm/update_mode POST {data: <router_id>} OK 
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3.1.3 MMT local Controller 

MMT local controller is the strategic control point for the NDN node. It manages and controls the 

virtualized NDN node according to NFVO recommendations.  

Following SDN logic, MMT local Controller represents a local point of control and maintains a local 

view over the deployed virtual NDN node. His main functions are: 

 Applying configurations and reaction in VNF’s according to the NFVO strategy defined 

in TOSCA 

 Sending VNFs operating statistics 

 Sending VNFs notification 

Local controller also embeds security applications that allow him to monitor the virtual node and to 

issue notifications towards the orchestrator. 

 

In the same way as Tenant controller, the local controller correlates statistics and metrics from the 

same NDN node. The list of metrics that can computed today are presented in Table 1 presented 

in Section 3.5.  

The MMT Local Controller receives metrics coming from different probes in order to correlate them 

over time. A rest API is defined to receive these metrics in the format of TLV encoded in 64-base. 

Each metric is received from a specific probe number and interface number. 

 

URL METHOD Requests Parameter Response 

/api/ndn_security POST {data: 

<tlv_data_encoded_enbase64>} 

OK 

 

3.1.4 Statically configured VNFs: the HTTP/NDN gateways 

We now remind the updated architecture of the two gateways we have developed (please see D1.2, 
section 3.3.3 for further details), being key VNFs running in our NFV-based testbed. First, we remind 
our translation scheme to transport over NDN the main HTTP protocol header information, as de-
scribed below: 

Naming scheme: in order to communicate with each other, the gateways follow a naming pattern 
based on the official naming proposition to convert URL to ICN names1. 

Table 1: Naming pattern of the protocol 

a. /http/reverse_splitted_domain_name/URI/sender_route/sha1 

b. /sender_route/sha1(/segment) 

c. /http/reverse_splitted_domain_name/URI/sha1(/version/segment) 

 

Table 2: Example of HTTP request translation 

a. /http/com/firefox/detectportal/success.txt 
/%07%0B%08%04http%08%03iGW/1E69... 

b. /http/iGW/1E69...(/segment) 

c. /http/com/firefox/detectportal/success.txt/1E69...(/version/segment) 

 

Splitting the domain per sub-level and appending them in reverse order gives us a better NDN rout-
ing capability with route aggregation compared to a “monolithic” domain name. Also, by adding to 

                                                

 

 
1 http://www.icn-names.net/ 
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the name the prefix “/http”, an egress gateway can register only this prefix in order to be the default 
producer for all the traffic or, for example, “/http/com” prefix to be the default producer for all .com 
domains. Furthermore, beginning an ICN name by the protocol name “http” can later enable per 
protocol routing and traffic management with different strategies or routes applied to each of them. 

Request a web content in the NDN network: Since NDN Interest packet can't carry data while http 

request’s header does, the Ingress gateway (iGW), or a NDN client, must exchange different mes-

sages in 3 steps to retrieve HTTP content. First, iGW sends an Interest which name components 

contain, as illustrated in Table 1.a: 

 the requested domain divided by sub-domains and in reverse order (for example: 

www.google.com becomes /com/google/www), 

 the path of the content on the web server, 

 a hash of the request’s header (a SHA1 of the HTTP header and up to 1024 bytes of the re-

quest body),  

 the full route of the sender as a single name component in a binary TLV format. 

 

This Interest packet is sent in the NDN network to ask someone to handle the request. So, the 

Egress gateway (eGW), or an NDN server knows upon reception that someone has a HTTP request 

to be satisfied, but also the network name to reach it. Please note that the SHA1 of the HTTP 

header is necessary to be sure that we respect the way the HTTP request was made to match us-

ers’ properties (user agent, etc.). Choosing carefully a subset of fields to be considered to compute 

the hash can improve ICN caching while giving consistent results to users. 

 

Retrieve the HTTP request: Then, the Egress gateway extracts information from the first Interest 
sent by the Ingress gateway, more precisely the two last components: the sender route and the 

hash, in order to retrieve the full HTTP request (Table 1.b). But the Egress gateway may omit this 

step if its cache already contains the HTTP response for this specific name. Once the full HTTP 

request is received by the Egress gateway from the NDN network, it can now ask the HTTP server 

in the IP network for the actual web content. 

 

Publish the HTTP response: After receiving the HTTP response form the IP web server, the Egress 

gateway splits it into Data packets with an NDN name like the first Interest, but without the sender 

route (Table 1.c). Following NDN principle, it is up to the NDN client (the original one or any other) 

to send Interest packets to retrieve each chunk of the HTTP response. In Table 2 is given an ex-

ample of our naming pattern for the web content: “http://detectportal.firefox.com/success.txt”. 

 
Configuration of the gateways: The following parameters of the two gateways can be configured at 

launch time: 

 Number of threads per gateway; 

 Timeout value to consider that a web content cannot be retrieved; 

 Name prefixes used to register the igw and the egw: by default, /http/igw and /http, re-

spectively; 

 Size of the internal buffer of the egw. 

3.1.5 Dynamically configurable VNFs 

 NDN router 3.1.5.1

In NDN, a router has many faces - a generalization of interfaces in IP networks - and it owns three 

internal components. Firstly, the Content Store (CS) is a local cache that improves content delivery 
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by storing recently (or frequently) requested content and acts as an in-network cache. Secondly, 

the Pending Interest Table (PIT) is a stateful component that contains routing information for Data 

packets and is used to follow the reverse-path for Data delivery. More precisely, for each forward-

ed Interest on an NDN router, its incoming faces are saved in a PIT entry, so that the correspond-

ing Data can be sent back to the users. For each received Data, the corresponding PIT entry is 

then removed. Finally, the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) contains routing information for Inter-
est packets. By observing the two-way traffic, a router can keep statistics about the different paths 

at the granularity of a name prefix and can adapt their routing strategies and use alternative paths 

to avoid congestion or link failure without soliciting the client. 

 

In the DOCTOR project, we use the reference implementation of a NDN router called NFD (Named 

Data Networking Forwarding Daemon) 2 , and we use its configuration capabilities we list below. 

 

Static (at launch) configuration of the NFD: NFD gets its initial configuration from the file “nfd.conf”3 

where the following options can be defined: 

 Log level; 

 NFD privilege level, 

 Strategies (forwarding, caching policy); 

 Route propagation parameters (cost, timeout, refresh period, etc.); 

 Size of internal tables (PIT, CS, FIB); 

 Protocols and list of interfaces allowed for NDN faces; 

 Key management (certification and allowed keys). 

 

Dynamic configuration of NFD: NFD can be dynamically configured thanks to the nfdc4 5 manage-

ment tool that provides: 

 Face management (creation/deletion, monitoring); 

 FIB management (creation/deletion of FIB entries, forwarding strategy, monitoring); 

 CS management (CS policy, entries deletion, monitoring). 

 NDN firewall 3.1.5.2

Although NDN itself is a security-oriented architecture based on a producer’s signature, research-

ers still have to address some NDN security attacks. We make considerable research effort into 

investigating several detection methods especially for IFA (Interest Flooding Attack), CPA (Content 

Poisoning Attack), and ILA (Information-Leakage Attack) (Kondo D. , Silverston, Tode, Asami, & 

Perrin, 2016). Since NDN is a “pull”-based architecture, a trigger of these attacks is an anomalous 

Interest, so that shutting the Interest out by exploiting the detection methods can eliminate these 

security threats (i.e., “There’s no smoke without fire”). Thus, in order to make the network secured, 

we propose to design and implement an NDN firewall. To the best of our knowledge, there are only 

a few research works about the NDN firewall (Goergen, Cholez, Francois, & Engel, 2013) and the 

firewall source code is not available at all. 

 

Mainly, we focus on two requirements for an NDN firewall: 

                                                

 

 
2 http://named-data.net/doc/NFD/current/ 
3 https://github.com/named-data/NFD/blob/master/nfd.conf.sample.in 
4 http://named-data.net/doc/NFD/current/manpages/nfdc.html 
5 https://redmine.named-data.net/projects/nfd/wiki/Management 
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 NDN firewall as a VNF: Currently, NFD (NDN Forwarding Daemon) does not support ap-

pending filtering rules to perform Interest packet filtering (e.g., spam filter). Indeed, by modi-

fying the NFD, it can implement the filtering function, but this may cause performance deg-

radation and the function is not mandatory for all of routers. Thus, designing an NDN fire-

wall independent from the NFD is required. To do so, in the DOCTOR project, we consider 

the NDN firewall as a VNF (Virtual Network Function). Finally, exploiting the NFVO (Network 

Function Virtualization Orchestrator), a user of the firewall can easily allocate and control it 

according to the demand. 

 High performance: Unlike IP addresses in the Internet, names or name prefixes have varia-

ble length in NDN. Thus, in order to perform a filter function, looking up names or name 

prefixes listed in a white or a black list of an NDN firewall can represent a serious bottle-

neck and adversely affect performance compared to looking up IP addresses. To solve this 

problem, a fast lookup of names or name prefixes in the lists is required. To do so, for 

checking them we propose to consider cuckoo filter (Fan, Andersen, Kaminsky, & 

Mitzenmacher, 2014), which is one the probabilistic filters such as bloom filter. 

 

 
Figure 2: Access control with white/black list. 

 

An NDN firewall is useful for, not only preventing NDN attacks, but also performing access control 

with a white and a black list (Figure 2). For example, when an enterprise network operator lets a 

consumer utilize all of services of Google except the video service, in order to realize such access 

control, the operator can append rules “accept /google” and “drop /google/video” into the NDN 

firewall. In addition, when the operator does not basically accept an email service of Yahoo but let 

the consumer receive the email from Alice, the operator can realize a spam filter as access control 

by appending rules “drop /yahoo/mail” and “accept /yahoo/mail/alice” into the firewall. Using the 

white and the black list, the NDN firewall can perform appending finely tuned rules. 
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NDN firewall NFD
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Filtering rule

Action Name prefix

Accept (white list) /google
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Figure 3: Communication channel to NDN firewall. 

 

As shown in Figure 3, except the communication channel between the enterprise network operator 

and the NDN firewall, we use TCP protocol in all of communication channels. The operator can 

send an NDN firewall command, whose details are written in Section 4.2.1, to the firewall using 

UDP. 

 

Our NDN firewall is decoupled from NFD and the firewall does not install FIB, so that a producer 

must not connect the firewall directly. Otherwise, the producer cannot publish content. In other 

words, there is at least one NFD between the firewall and the producer. On the other hand, a con-

sumer can connect to the firewall directly and it is possible that there are several NFD nodes be-

tween the consumer and the firewall. In addition, we design our NDN firewall which extracts Inter-
est packets from only consumer side and Data packets from only producer side, so that as shown 

in the figure in NDN firewall use, the firewall is needed for each of the consumer and the producer 

network. There are two reasons why we design like that: 

(1) Features of an attack from outside are different from those of an attack from inside, so that 

in terms of NDN firewall use it is better to place the firewalls separately as objectives of 

prevention methods to each attack are different. 

(2) Information-leakage through Data packet from consumer network can be prevented since 

Interest packets cannot be forwarded to the network (Kondo D. , Silverston, Tode, Asami, & 

Perrin, 2016), so that when the enterprise network wants to publish content using Data 

packet, the enterprise network operator just has to pay attention into content from producer 

network. 

 

Using Figure 4, we describe the details of our NDN firewall, and especially here we focus on how to 

deal with Interest packets sent by a consumer. As for functions to process Data packets, in our 

current implementation, the firewall does not support them, so that here we do not clarify Data 

packet processing. But, we can easily implement the functions such as signature verification, 

which should be one of the future works. 
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Figure 4: Interest packets processing in NDN firewall. 

 

 

At first, our NDN firewall reads the TCP stream from a consumer or NFD and extracts Interest 
packets from the stream. Then, the firewall checks if the names or name prefixes of these Interest 
packets are listed in the white or the black list or not. As we mentioned before, looking up names 

or name prefixes can be a serious bottleneck of performance such as throughput, so that to ame-

liorate the performance, we utilize cuckoo filter (Fan, Andersen, Kaminsky, & Mitzenmacher, 2014) 

which is one of the probabilistic filters such as bloom filter (Bloom, 1970). While achieving higher 

performance than bloom filter, cuckoo filter contrary to bloom filter permits deletion of items. In our 

NDN firewall use, it is possible to append and delete rules of the firewall often, so that we adopt 

cuckoo filter. If the names or name prefixes are listed neither in the white list nor in the black list, 

the firewall handles them accordingly to its current mode: “accept” or “drop”. After extracting ac-

cepted Interest packets, the firewall generates TCP stream with checked Interests and forwards it 

to the connected NFD. Finally, only Interest packets accepted by the firewall retrieve the Data 

packets corresponding to them. 

 

In addition, our NDN firewall reads UDP datagram from an enterprise network operator, parses 

command written in JSON format, and executes it. By the command, the firewall can update the 

mode and the lists. From the point of the operator view, it is also needed to check the states of the 

mode and the lists in the firewall. To realize that, the firewall needs a white and a black list main-

taining names or name prefixes themselves since in cuckoo filter they are kept as hash values. 

 

In summary, the following listings describe the management actions that can be applied to the 

firewall. 

 

Static (at launch) configuration of the firewall:  
 default mode of the firewall (accept or drop); 

 size of the lists (number of items in the whitelist or blacklist); 

 ingress interface (port number); 

 egress interface (IP address and port number). 
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Dynamic configuration of the firewall: 
 get the active rules (the prefix names in the whitelist or blacklist); 

 set the default mode (accept or drop); 

 add a new rule (add a prefix name to a list); 

 delete a rule (delete an existing prefix name from a list). 

 

The implementation of the NDN firewall relies on ndn-cxx library and cuckoofilter github project6. 

 NDN signature verification module 3.1.5.3

The verification of the packets’ signature is not implemented in the official NDN forwarder due to 

the heavy cost of this process. Being an essential security tool to defend against fake content, we 

propose another security middle-box dedicated to signature verification. At launch, the module will 

look at an index file that refers to the available keys with their names and the files in which they are 

stored. Then the module will map all the keys in memory. Each time a Data packet is received by 

the module it will check if it as a known KeyLocator then, if it is the case, it performs a signature 

verification. Depending on the manager rules and the verification results, the module can drop the 

packet or not. New configuration can be pushed to the module via a JSON string and can affect 

some parameters like the drop policy, add/remove Face, report policy (periodically reporting to a 

given host the name of packets that fail the verification), etc. A summary of the management capa-

bilities of this module are given below. 

 

Static (at launch) configuration of the signature verifier:  
 name, port for ingress traffic, port for commands. 

 

Dynamic configuration of the signature verifier: 
 update the list of valid keys; 

 filtering mode (no drop, drop if unknown, drop if bad signature, drop if not signed), 

 management endpoint (port and address); 

 reporting interval of anomalies. 

 

The implementation of the NDN signature verification module only relies on ndn-cxx library. 

 

3.2 Virtualized Infrastructure Manager 

The Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) is responsible for managing virtual infrastructure resources 

(compute, storage and networks). In the context of the DOCTOR Project, we have chosen to use 

Docker7 as a Virtualization solution and Docker Swarm8 as the main tool for clustering and schedul-

ing Docker containers. The Docker environment also provides an overlay9 networking mode that 

manages a distributed network.  

 

                                                

 

 
6 https://github.com/efficient/cuckoofilter 
7 docker documentation portal: https://docs.docker.com/ 
8 docker Swarm mode concepts definition; https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/key-concepts/ 
9 ocker overlay networks: https://docs.docker.com/network/overlay/ 
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Thus, within DOCTOR’s architecture, Docker swarm plays the role of VIM, as defined by ETSI ref-

erence architecture. Docker Swarm exposes a Python API to DOCTOR’s VNFM and NFVO mod-

ules, and through which the following low-level operations can be requested: 

 

 Building a cluster of nodes that expose virtual resources and over which containers will 

be deployed. Within a Docker cluster, nodes (or workers) can be physical or virtual devic-

es (e.g. virtual machines). 

 Edit and updates nodes meta-data in order to be able to deploy containers according to 

different policies and constraints. 

 Retrieve low-level virtual infrastructure state information, such as low-level configurations 

(e.g. L2 and L3 addresses) and available/consumed virtual resources.  

 Deploy containers using predefined VNF images and configurations. 

 Create virtual links, with VXLAN as underlying communication protocol, to connect con-

tainers and form the virtual topology. 

 Provides basic operations that allow containers replicas creation/deletion. Using these 

operations NFVO and VNFM can implement policies, such as scaling-out or scaling-in a 

service. 

 Delete and release virtual resources. 

3.3 VNF Manager 

The VNF Manager is responsible for the lifecycle management of VNF instances and exposes two 

REST interfaces. 

 

The first one is directed towards the NFVO. It permits access to VNFs configurations at initial de-

ployment, security alerts, VNF upgrade (e.g., changes in router configuration or mode) and scaling 

actions.  

 

URL METHOD Requests Parameter Response 

nfvo/notifications/nfvoUp GET None OK 

nfvo/faces/configuration POST {<prefix>: [<list_face>]}  OK 

nfvo/firewall/update POST {'prefix_list': [<list_prefix>], 'mode': 
<append-drop/accept>, 'vdu_id': 
<vdu_id>} 

OK 

nfvo/update_service POST { 
‘container_down’: <container_id>, 
‘ingress_configurations’: {‘to_add’: 
[<list_prefix>], 
‘to_delete’:[<list_prefix>], 
‘strategy’:<multicast/roundrobin> 
}, 
‘replicas_configurations’: [<repli-
ca_id>:<config>] 
} 

OK 

nfvo/update_router_mode POST {data: <router_id>} OK 

 

The second one, related to the management network that connects all the VNFs within a particular 

tenant, is directed towards VNFs. It permits sending VNF configuration and receiving the configu-

ration application result. 
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URL METHO
D 

Requests Parameter Re-
sponse 

/eGW/notifications/eGW_UP POST { 
‘container’:<container>, 
‘listening_interface’ :  
<listening_interface>, 
‘listening_port’ :  
<listening_port> 
} 

OK 

/iGW/notifications/iGW_UP POST { 
‘container’:<container>, 
‘listening_interface’ :  
<listening_interface>, 
‘listening_port’ :  
<listening_port> 
} 

OK 

/router/notifications/router_UP POST { 
‘container’:<container>, 
‘listening_interface’ :  
<listening_interface>, 
‘listening_port’ :  
<listening_port> 
} 

OK 

/doctor/MMTenant/report POST { 
‘alert_id:< alert_id >, 
‘probe_id’ : <probe_id>, 
‘data’:<data> 
} 

OK 

/sv/report POST {'inva-
lid_signature_packet_name': < 
packet_name >], 
'probe_id':< 'probe_id >)} 

OK 

/router/notifications/finish_scale_ou
t 

POST { 
‘container_down’: <container_id>, 
‘ingress_configurations’: 
{‘to_add’: [<list_prefix>], 
‘to_delete’:[<list_prefix>], 
‘strategy’:<multicast/roundrobin> 
}, 
‘replicas_configurations’: [<repli-
ca_id>:<config>] 
} 

OK 

 

3.4 NFV Orchestrator 

To implement End-to-End NDN services, the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) exposes a TOSCA North-

bound API. Using TOSCA, network administrators and operators can easily provision virtual re-

sources, describe NDN VNFs and the corresponding policies to ensure performance and security. 

NFVO exposes REST interfaces in order to retrieve operational information and to receive notifica-

tions from the others MANO blocks (i.e., VNFM and VIM).  
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3.4.1 TOSCA Processor 

The NFVO TOSCA Processor is the component that performs TOSCA templates analysis. TOSCA 

is a data model standard whose strength is to provide means to model VNF services orchestration, 

compatible with other NFV orchestration technologies and tools, and especially those following the 

ETSI defined management and orchestration (MANO) standard for NFV. In the context of the 

DOCTOR project, we have reused an existing implementation of a TOSCA parser (available at: 

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/TOSCA-Parser) which is an OpenStack project and licensed under 

Apache 2. It is developed to parse TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML. 

 

The TOSCA parsing operation allows extracting information that is necessary to deploy and main-

tain NDN services. This information is divided into five major groups: 

1. VNFs descriptions, which represent the information that describes the virtual functions to 

be instantiated. These include, among other things, VNF’s type, version and starting 

scripts.  

2. Virtual Deployment Unit (VDU) description, which mainly allows specifying the type of de-

sired virtual resources and the deployment constraints. 

3. Virtual Link (VL) description, which allow to provision network virtual resources and create 

the appropriate virtual links between VDUs to form the virtual topology. 

4. Policies description, which encompasses information about the desired security and per-

formance actions to be ensured by NFVO during runtime. The policies are ECA (Event-

Condition-Action) type policies, where an action is performed by NFVO after receiving a 

particular event and the satisfaction of one or more conditions. 

5. VNF forwarding graph description, which allows describing forwarding paths between 

VNFs. These paths define NDN-based routes and form the NDN service topology. 

Once a TOSCA template has been parsed, all this information is recorded into a tree structure and 

passed thereafter to the orchestration engine. 

 

3.4.2 TOSCA CyberCaptor adapter 

The DOCTOR NDN orchestrator relies on a content-oriented TOSCA profile to capture deployment 

and operational behaviour requirements of each NDN network service. TOSCA is an OASIS stand-

ard language originally defined to describe cloud workloads as a topology template and 

DOCTOR’s TOSCA profile extends OASIS standard simple Profile for NFV so as to take into ac-

count NDN specificities. The TOSCA CyberCaptor adaptor is able to interpret the different compo-

nents defined in the TOSCA file and generate an XML file accepted by CyberCaptor tool allowing 

to:  

 define the network topology; 

 identify the services and processes running in each NFV; 

 access to the default rules of firewall in any. 

An example of an XML file is provided in Appendix 8.2. 

3.4.3 Orchestration engine 

The orchestration engine is NFVO’s central piece. Upon receiving the parsed TOSCA template in a 

form of a tree structure, the orchestration engine starts deploying the NDN service by relying on 

NFVO core and NDN engine.  

To ensure communication with the others MANO’s blocks, NFVO use REST interfaces and main-

tain a REST server in order to receive notifications and reports about NDN services being execut-

ed. 
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 NFVO Core 3.4.3.1

The NFVO core has two main features. The first one is the initial deployment of an NDN service. In 

order to do so, the NFVO core starts by searching the TOSCA tree structure and execute a work-

flow that consists in: 

1. Deploying virtual networks; 

2. Deploying virtual units; 

3. Connecting virtual units to virtual networks; 

4. Retrieving Virtual Units and networks configurations; 

5. Making sure that VNFs are in the correct state; 

6. Engaging VNFs configuration; 

7. Starting monitoring. 

 

To deploy virtual networks and units, NFVO core will use a component called “VIM_driver”. This 

driver exposes Python abstract functions that allow interacting with the NFVI. The VIM driver is an 

access point that allows issuing requests in order to create virtual network and units, but also to 

retrieve information about the NFVI like the running services, networks IP addresses or VDUs state.  

 

For each different VIM (OpenStack, Docker, etc.), NFVO will have a specific driver, in our case it’s a 

Docker/Swarm driver. Using a driver allows NFVO to be agnostic to the underlying technology, as 

long as the flowing abstract functions are supported: 

1. Creation of VXLAN networks and retrieval of their configuration; 

2. Deployment of Virtual units while also considering placement constraints on several NFVI 

PoP; 

3. Capacity to scale-out and Scale-in VDUs. 

 

Upon deployment completion, the NFVO starts retrieving the configuration information related to 

VDUs and networks. This essential information, mainly composed of virtual identifiers and network 

addresses generated by the VIM, will be transferred to the NDN engine which will use it to con-

struct NDN routes. 

 

Lastly, NFVO core waits for notifications from VNFM, which indicate that all VNFs have been de-

ployed and are in the correct state “waiting_for_configuration”. Once this notification received, 

NFVO core instruct NDN engine to start constructing NDN configurations for the VNFs based on 

the TOSCA VNFFG (i.e., the Forwarding Graph that includes all the forwarding paths of the NDN 

service) and the configuration of the virtual topology.  

 NDN engine 3.4.3.2

The NDN engine exposes interfaces (Python functions) that allow the NFVO core to generate the 

appropriate NDN configurations for each VNF. The NDN engine receives from the NFVO core the 

set of high-level NDN paths and strategies that need to be configured. By crossing these paths 

with the NFVI information (IP addresses, identifiers, etc.), the NDN engine generate a set of NDN 

rules that include for each prefix the list of TCP socket destination. 

 

At the end of this process, NDN engine returns a classifier (i.e., a Python dictionary) to the NFVO 

core that includes all the rules that need to be installed for each VNF, with the right order to ensure 

compliance with the possible priorities that exist between paths. 
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 NFVO APIs 3.4.3.3

The first APIs group is composed of Python functions (docker driver module), defined in the VIM 

abstract class and that each VIM driver has to implement. The main ones are summarized below: 

 

void create_network( network_name, protocol_type ) 
Service get_service( service_name ) 
dict get_network_config( network_name ) 
VDU get_vdu( vdu_name ) 
void deploy_vdu( id, sw_image, networks, placement_policy, mode, replicas ) 
void scale_service( target_service, replicas, args ) 

 

The second APIs group is composed of RESTful APIs invoked by the NFVO to request the VNFM 

services. The main ones are summarized below: 

 

From NFVO to VNFM 

URL METHOD Request Parameters Response 
nfvo/notifications/nfvoUp GET None OK 

nfvo/faces/configuration POST {<prefix>: [<list_face>]}  OK 

nfvo/firewall/update POST {'prefix_list': [<list_prefix>], 'mode': <ap-
pend-drop/accept>, 'vdu_id': <vdu_id>} 

OK 

nfvo/update_service POST { 
‘container_down’: <container_id>, 
‘ingress_configurations’: {‘to_add’: 
[<list_prefix>], ‘to_delete’:[<list_prefix>], 
‘strategy’:<multicast/roundrobin> 
}, 
‘replicas_configurations’: [<repli-
ca_id>:<config>] 
} 

OK 

nfvo/update_router_mode POST {data: <router_id>} OK 

 

From VNFM to NFVO 

URL METHOD Request Parameters Response 

vnfm/notifications/vnfmUP GET None OK 

vnfm/notifications/CPA POST {'prefix_list': [<list_prefix>], 'mode': <ap-
pend-drop/accept>, 'vdu_id': 
u'35a79305e08d'} 

OK 

vnfm/notifications/ 

pit_stats_in 

POST { 
‘container_down’: <container_id>, 
‘ingress_configurations’: {‘to_add’: 
[<list_prefix>], ‘to_delete’:[<list_prefix>], 
‘strategy’:<multicast/roundrobin> 
}} 

OK 

vnfm/notifications/vnfsUP GET None OK 

vnfm/sv/report POST {'invalid_signature_packet_name': < pack-
et_name >], 
'probe_id':< 'probe_id >)} 

OK 
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3.4.4 Overall orchestration of MANO components for virtual NDN 
island deployment 

According to the different MANO component specifications presented above, the general scenario 

for a virtual NDN island deployment (which only considers in this example a VNF hosting an NDN 

router) is depicted in Figure 11. For the sake of simplicity, we have not depicted the internal com-

ponents of the NFVO (i.e. Core engine and NDN engine). 

 

 
Figure 5: Overall orchestration of MANO components for an initial NDN deployment 

 

3.5 MMT Dashboard 

MMT dashboard is a human-friendly interface to the NFVO. It allows admins to monitor virtual net-

works operating status. Also, MMT dashboard can show notifications to get inputs from adminis-

trator like applying some on-border strategies (already specified in the TOSCA file, or other file 

type). MMT dashboard: 

 Receives statistics and notifications from both local and tenant controllers; displays them to 

the network operator in terms of graphs-based web reports. 

 Receives alerts and displays them in terms of alert table 

 Receives list of remediations from CyberCaptor and displays them 

 Uploads TOSCA files and allows their offline edition 

 

 

The data format handled by MMT Dashboard is JSON. MMT Probes generate data in a flexible 

format that fits different applications. The data format follows this generic structure: 

 

Common report ⇒ Application report ⇒ Application Sub-Report 

 

Common report is generic to all the report. 
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Common report 

# Column Name  Column Description 

1 format id Identifier of the format of the encapsulated application report 

2 probe Identifier of the probe generating the report 

3 source Identifier of the data source whether it is a trace file name or a network inter-

face 

4 timestamp Timestamp (seconds.micros) corresponding to the time when the output 

row was reported 

 

Dummy Report 
This report contains only the common part. It uses format = 200. It allows the dashboard to know 

that a probe is still running even there are no data/traffic in the monitored network. This report is 

created periodically. The period depends on the parameters file-output-period in the configuration 

file of the MMT probe. 

 

System Info Report id = 201 
This report uses channel name: cpu.report, format id=201 

 

This report contains statistic of CPU and memory of the machine running the MMT probe. 

# Column Name  Column Description 

5 user cpu Percentage of CPU spent in user mode 

6 sys cpu Percentage of CPU spent in system mode: e.g., by kernel, interrupt, virtual-

ization 

7 idle Percentage of CPU spent in idle task 

8 avail mem Available memory in kB 

9 total mem Total memory in kB 

 

Example: 

201,3,"eth0",1498126191.034157,98.57,0.72,0.72,1597680,2048184 
 

Protocol and Application statistics report has format id = 99 

 

# Column Name  Column Description 

5 report_number Number of reporting events 

6 Protocol/Application 

ID 

Identifier of the MMT protocol or application. 

7 Protocol_Path Full protocol path. This is to differentiate different paths for the same 

protocol (like: eth.ip.tcp.http.facebook) 

8 Nb active flows Number of active flows 

9 Data volume Global data volume including headers 

10 Payload volume Global effective data volume (excluding header) 

11 Packet count Global packet count 

 

A new plugin to interpret NDN protocols has been specified for both native (direct layer 2 stack) 

and overlay (NDN/IP stack) cases, using TLV-based signatures, extracting the different NDN proto-

col field values and performing basic statistics. This extracted metadata allows monitoring the 
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NDN traffic and performing performance and security analysis of the communication between dif-

ferent NDN nodes to detect potential security flaws. Using the NDN plugin, the DOCTOR manage-

ment framework is able to collect several metrics related to the usage of Faces, Content Store (CS) 

and Pending Interest Table (PIT). These 18 metrics are summarized in the following table. 

Table 1. List of collected metrics in an NDN node 

  Metric Description 

Faces In Interest Periodic number of incoming Interest 

In Data Periodic number of incoming Data 

In NACK Periodic number of incoming NACK 

Out Interest Periodic number of outgoing Interest 

Out Data Periodic number of outgoing Data 

Out NACK Periodic number of outgoing NACK 

Drop Interest Periodic number of dropped Interest 

Drop Data Periodic number of dropped Data 

Drop NACK Periodic number of dropped NACK 

CS CS Insert Periodic number of insert in CS 

CS Miss Periodic number of Cache miss in CS 

CS Hit Periodic number of Cache hit in CS 

PIT PIT Create Periodic number of PIT entries created 

PIT Update Periodic number of updates in PIT 

PIT Delete Periodic number of PIT entries deleted 

PIT Unsatisfied Periodic number of PIT entries unsatisfied 

PIT Number Current number of PIT entries 

PIT Exist Time Average of PIT entries’ existing time 

3.6 CyberCaptor 

The CyberCaptor component exposes a RESTful API, provided by the CyberCaptor-server docker 

container, implemented in a java web application served by a Tomcat web server. This API enables 

clients to provide the contextual information (network topology and identified vulnerabilities issued 

by security scan tooling) to the attack graph engine. This information is translated internally to Dat-

alog statements and combined with defined security rules in order to create the knowledge data-

base provided as an input to the MulVAL attack graph engine used internally. 

 

The results of this computation are also Datalog statements that express attack paths, scoring and 

associated countermeasures or remediations. These data are then converted to a JSON format 

and are made available to clients that request them through a RESTful API invocation. 

 
CyberCaptor initialization is performed through XML topology definition file POST to the 

API. This file has to be uploaded with the following HTTP request: 

HTTP POST http://cyberCaptorBaseServerUrl/CyberCaptor-server/rest/json/initialize 

Upon attack graph computation the following RESTful APIs can be used to access the com-

puted information by performing HTTP GET request at the according URLs: 

 

Access the attack graph: 

HTTP GET http://cyberCaptorBaseServerUrl/CyberCaptor-server/rest/json/attack_graph 

 

Access the number of attack paths: 

http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/initialize
http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/attack_graph
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HTTP GET http://cyberCaptorBaseServerUrl/CyberCaptor-server/rest/json/attack_path/number 

 

Access the nth attack path: 

HTTP GET http://cyberCaptorBaseServerUrl/CyberCaptor-server/rest/json/attack_path/{nth} 

 

Access the remediation for the nth attack path: 

HTTP GET http://cyberCaptorBaseServerUrl/CyberCaptor-

server/rest/json/attack_path/{nth}/remediations 

 

Access the XML network topology: 

HTTP GET http://cyberCaptorBaseServerUrl/CyberCaptor-server/rest/json/topology 

Figure 6: CyberCaptor RESTful API 

 

CyberCaptor provides a second docker container: cyber-data-extract which is in charge of inter-

facing the CyberCaptor-server with external services. It is in charge of handling information from 

external services, performing the conversion to the XML topology internal format and invoking the 

CyberCaptor-server initialization API. 

 
<topology> 

 

... 

 

  <machine> 

    <name>firewall1</name> 

    <security_requirement>1</security_requirement> 

    <physical_host> 

      <hostname>host1</hostname> 

      <hypervisor>kvm</hypervisor> 

      <user>root</user> 

    </physical_host> 

    <controllers> 

      <controller>orchestrateur_global</controller> 

    </controllers> 

    <interfaces> 

      <interface> 

        <name>eth0</name> 

        <ipaddress>10.0.1.2</ipaddress> 

        <vlan> 

          <name>vlan1</name> 

          <label>vlan1</label> 

        </vlan> 

      </interface> 

      <interface> 

        <name>eth1</name> 

        <ipaddress>10.0.2.1</ipaddress> 

        <vlan> 

          <name>vlan2</name> 

          <label>vlan2</label> 

        </vlan> 

      </interface> 

    </interfaces> 

    <services /> 

    <routes /> 

  </machine> 

 

... 

 

</topology> 

Figure 7 CyberCaptor input: XML encoded topology extract 

 

 

The various data types provided to clients are JSON encoded messages. The object types provid-

ed by the APIs are the following: 

http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/attack_path/number
http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/attack_path/%7bnth
http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/attack_path/%7bnth%7d/remediations
http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/attack_path/%7bnth%7d/remediations
http://cybercaptorbaseserverurl/cybercaptor-server/rest/json/topology
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 Attack graph 

 Attack paths number 

 Attack path description 

 Remediation 

 

Hereunder are some messages samples provided by the CyberCaptor-server component: 

 Attack graph: The attack graph is represented by and and-or tree that matches the resolu-

tion process of the Mulval tool which is Prolog based. Prolog resolution mechanism corre-

spond to a depth-first exploration of the solution tree, and the resulting and-or tree cap-

tures this process (vertices have a “type” field specifying whether they are “AND” nodes, 

“OR” nodes or “LEAF” of this tree). The top vertex correspond to a threat definition (goal 

resolution in the Prolog terminology), for instance hereunder the "fact": "execCode(h1,_)" 

meaning is “code execution on the host h1 by any user”, “AND” vertices correspond to se-

quences of goals induced by rules application, “OR” vertices correspond to alternative so-

lutions. 

 

An extract of a JSON encoded attack graph definition is presented in annex 8.1. 

 
{ 

  "number": 11 

} 

Figure 8: CyberCaptor JSON encoded attack path number 

 

 Attack paths: This information corresponds to an attack path definition, viewed as a solu-

tion tree path, embedding the list of facts that leads to the particular attack resolution (de-

fined in the “target” field). 

 
{ 

  "attack_path": { 

    "scoring": 0.09090909090909091, 

    "target": "execCode(pgw_1,_)", 

    "id": 9, 

    "arcs": { 

      "arc": [ 

        { 

          "src": 31, 

          "dst": 32 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 32, 

          "dst": 3 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 32, 

          "dst": 33 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 33, 

          "dst": 34 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 34, 

          "dst": 14 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 14, 

          "dst": 15 

        }, 
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        { 

          "src": 15, 

          "dst": 16 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 34, 

          "dst": 35 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 33, 

          "dst": 36 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 36, 

          "dst": 37 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  } 

} 

Figure 9: CyberCaptor JSON encoded attack path example 

 

 Remediations: This information corresponds to the list of actions to perform computed by 

the CyberCaptor remediation engine in order to respond to the treat defined by an attack 

path. 

 
{ 

  "remediations": { 

    "remediation": [ 

      { 

        "cost": 0, 

        "remediation_actions": { 

          "deployable_remediation": { 

            "machine": "h2", 

            "action": { 

              "type": "move-vm", 

              "vm-to-move": "hss_1", 

              "current-vm-hypervisor": "h1" 

            } 

          } 

        }, 

        "habit_index": 0 

      }, 

      { 

        "cost": 0, 

        "remediation_actions": { 

          "deployable_remediation": { 

            "machine": "h3", 

            "action": { 

              "type": "move-vm", 

              "vm-to-move": "hss_2", 

              "current-vm-hypervisor": "h2" 

            } 

          } 

        }, 

        "habit_index": 0 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

} 

Figure 10: CyberCaptor JSON encoded remediation example 
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4 Identification of selected security responses 

We firstly start with a reminder of some cyber-security terms. A proactive cyber-defense corre-

sponds to: acting in anticipation to threats, vulnerabilities or attacks. The expected result of the 

corrective action is their elimination, prevention, or harm minimization. A reactive cyber-defense 

corresponds to: acting upon incident occurrence (e.g. when an alert has been triggered by an unu-

sual or threatening activity). The expected result of the corrective action is to contain the threat and 

restore the services.  

 

In document D2.1, “Security analysis of the virtualized NDN architecture”, a state of the art of NDN 

and SDN/NFV securities issues has been established. Based on it, it appears that the security of 

virtualization technologies, for which related vulnerabilities are usually disclosed as CVE and quick-

ly patched, is much more mature than that of NDN. 

 

It has then been considered that NDN security constitutes the major challenge for the DOCTOR 

architecture. Attack scenarios have been prioritized accordingly, and four specific scenarios con-

sidered as the most critical ones have been selected. Three of these scenarios are related to the 

main components of the NDN router (PIT flooding, Content poisoning and Information Leakage) 

while the fourth covers both NFV and NDN technologies to highlight the possible bridges that may 

be exploited by advanced attacks that can affect both NDN itself and the way it is virtualized 

through NFV. More specifically: 

 Interest Flooding Attack: The Interest Flooding Attack (IFA) is a variation of the Denial of 

Service (DoS) attack in NDN. The attack's principle is to over-load the PIT by sending a lot 

of malicious Interest packets for non-existent content, hence the attacker can bypass the 

cache, forcing malicious Interest packets to be forwarded in order to target a specific con-

tent provider or to sabotage the network infrastructure. Existing PIT entries are unable to be 

resolved by any Data packet until the entry lifetime expiration. When the PIT is overloaded, 

incoming Interest packets cannot be handled and, thus, are dropped. Such an attack in-

duces serious consequences on the network for two reasons. Firstly, it can cause large-

scale damage by targeting the network infrastructure. Secondly, Interest packets for non-

existing content can be easily generated by any user. 
 Content Poisoning Attack: The CPA consists in responding to legitimate Interest packets, 

but with malicious Data packets whose names are valid but with altered content. It can tar-

get the whole network or a specific provider or content. Such attack leverages NDN in-

network caches to widely spread the bad data and increase the attack efficiency. It has also 

to be taken into account whether the attacker is holding or not the private key of the con-

tent provider he is impersonating, inducing that tainted data may pass or not the signature 

verification on the client side. 

 Information Leakage Attack: The ILA is one of the main security threats for companies and 

is mostly the result of targeted attacks. In the context of an NDN architecture-based enter-

prise network, with the assumptions that the operator has the naming and routing policies 

of its internal information asset, and that content names are accessible from the outside, an 

insider is able to perform information leakage using Data Packets. Another way to perform 

this kind of attack is to perform leakage though Interest Packets by encoding information 

into their name using steganography technics. 

 Mixed attack scenario (NFV/NDN): Virtualized systems were created to provide capabilities 

equivalent to those of real ones. But what applies to capabilities, applies also to threats: 

exploits designed for real environment may be applied successfully to virtualized one. Thus, 
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an attacker may be able to progress through an exploitation chain of vulnerabilities into ei-

ther the physical system or the virtualized one. These two kinds of systems are supposed to 

be disjointed realms but unfortunately, VIM, hypervisors and OSes are subject to vulnerabil-

ities which expose breaches in the isolation. An attacker can therefore perform switches 

from one realm to the other, so does appear mixed attack paths that are composition of 

parts performed into the infrastructure universe, parts performed into the virtualized part 

one connected by leaps through wormholes provided by the virtualization layer. Such 

mixed attack scenario has been considered, combining actions such taking benefit of an 

NDN vulnerability to gain control of a VM, breaching isolation to go back and forth physical 

servers, and finally compromising other NDN nodes. 

4.1 Proactive remediation 

In DOCTOR, proactive remediation is performed either by software patching or by using Cyber-

Captor tool that allows to analyse risk on a specific network topology as well as versions of soft-

ware components at different levels (VNF, VIM, etc.).  

4.1.1 NDN software patching 

When surveying NDN security issues in D2.1, we demonstrated that an attacker can exploit the 

fact that an NFD node only performs a scope check before looking up if an incoming Data packet 

can match current PIT entries, leading to massive Content Poisoning Attacks when an attacker 

sends unsolicited Data for legitimate content from an unregistered route. Here we will present two 

different ways to fix the current implementation of the NDN forwarder (0.5.1) to remove this critical 

vulnerability: one based solely on PIT information, and the other also considering FIB information. 

Both methods have been successfully evaluated and they successfully protect NFD against mali-

cious Data packets sent from unregistered faces. 

 Comparing the Data incoming Face with Interest outgoing Face(s) 4.1.1.1

PIT entries do not only store Interest names but also keep track of their incoming and outcoming 

Faces. A first possible fix can be based on this additional information. Indeed, to prevent attackers 

to send Data from unestablished routes, we can extend the usage of the Out-record list contained 

in the PIT entry, which original purpose is to send Interest Nacks, to compare the Data packet in-

coming Faces and the Interest packet outgoing Face(s). The rationale behind this is that, when fol-

lowing NDN routing rules, a Data packet cannot come from a face from which no Interest has been 

sent for this name beforehand. Based on this, we propose to add an additional check that will be 

triggered just after the PIT matching process (Figure 11) that will invalidate the matching of entries 

that do not contain the Data packet incoming Face in their Out-record list. Then, only Data packets 

coming from the same Face should be allowed to consume the PIT entry and any Data packet 

coming from another Face is considered unexpected and should be considered as malicious Data 

packet. 

 
{…} // some stuff and scope check 

// PIT match check  

pit::DataMatchResult pitMatches = m_pit.findAllDataMatches(data); 

// patch begin 

auto it = pitMatches.begin(); 

while(it != pitMatches.end()){ 

    if((∗it)−>getOutRecord(inFace) == (∗it)−>out_end()){ 
        it = pitMatches.erase(it); 

    } else{ 

        ++it; 

    } 
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} 

// patch end 

if(pitMatches.begin()==pitMatches.end()){ 

    // goto Data unsolicited pipeline 

    this->onDataUnsolicited(inFace,data); 

    return; 

} 

// CS insert 

m_cs.insert(data); 

{...} // and so on... 

Figure 11: Sample of code checking incoming and outgoing Faces consistency in NDN routing for 

a given PIT entry 

 Comparing the Data incoming Face with FIB entries 4.1.1.2

Another possible fix consists in comparing the Data packet incoming Face to the ones contained in 

FIB entries. In fact, only Data packets coming from a Face of the NFD node with a valid route to a 

prefix of the name carried by the Data should be accepted. This strategy is more suited for mul-

ticast forwarding than the previous one since remembering the outgoing Faces does not provide 

any added value to the information already available in the FIB. Moreover, not relying on additional 

information about outgoing Interest packets makes this strategy stateless. This method also has 

the advantage to be applicable earlier in the packet processing, in fact prior to any PIT lookup 

(Figure 12). 

 
{…} // some stuff and scope check 

// patch begin 

auto& fibEntry = m_fib.findLongestPrefixMatch(data.getName()); 

if (!fibEntry.hasNextHop(inFace)){ 

    return; 

} 

// patch end 

//PIT match check 

pit::DataMatchResult pitMatches = m_pit.findAllDataMatches(data); 

if(pitMatches.begin()==pitMatches.end()){ 

    // goto Data unsolicited pipeline 

    this->onDataUnsolicited(inFace,data); 

    return; 

} 

// CS insert 

m_cs.insert(data); 

{...} // and so on... 

 

Figure 12: Sample of code checking incoming Faces regarding existing FIB entries for this name 

4.1.2 CyberCaptor proactive analysis 

CyberCaptor is a component of the NFVO that performs a proactive security analysis based on the 

TOSCA description. Upon DOCTOR initialization, this information is supplied to the TOSCA pro-

cessing part: it is parsed and translated to CyberCaptor XML input format. CyberCaptor is then 

invoked, computing the possible attack paths, and the possible responses. 

 

They are served to clients on the CyberCaptor RESTful API in JSON format by index. Attack paths 

and proposed responses are numbered identically. 

 

The different kinds of responses that may be part of an attack path response computed by Cyber-

Captor in response to a threat are of the following types: 
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 applying a patch 

 changing VM deployment 

 deploying security oriented VNF (in order to either block an attack or detect its occurrence, 
by deploying a NDN firewall, an IPS, a DPI) 

 reconfiguration of SDN network flows (suspicious flows may be rerouted to dedicated place 
of the topology dedicated to safely flow analysis) 

 reconfiguration of VNFs 

 reconfiguration of the network infrastructure (new detection rules to MMT probes or to an 
IPS) 

 VNFs upgrade, in order to cope with hardening constraints 

 

These actions are provided with an associated cost computed from CyberCaptor parameterization, 

and contextual information enabling to further described the proposed solution (targeted machine, 

firewall rule, virtual machine supervisor, virtual machine future domain …). 

 

CyberCaptor having been extended with rules sets fit for NDN network and for virtualized environ-

ment and being provided with a global view of the system, is then able to compute attack paths 

that span the IP world in either physical or virtualized realms, the NDN world, and combinations of 

all of them. 

 

The analysis engine role is then to compute countermeasures targeting these attack paths. Some 

aim to fix realm specific vulnerabilities, others may be seen as an easy way to mitigate the possibil-

ity of performing mixed attacks and to keep the different realms water-tight by fixing the NFVI and 

VM management vulnerabilities. 

4.2 Reactive counter-measures 

Each VNF Element Manager contains an MMT Local Controller that performs monitoring and trig-

gers security and performance alarms. It maintains a local view of the node and forwards the in-

formation to the MMT Tenant Controller which is able to maintain the system global view. Problem 

detection is performed either by the Local or Tenant controller depending on the level of infor-

mation required by the algorithms. The NFVO policies are defined as Event-Condition-Action rules 

into the TOSCA system definition and the encoded action is applied when the guard condition is 

met. 

4.2.1 Firewall configuration 

Figure 13 shows the NDN firewall usage for several attacks. Here, we assume that the enterprise 

network contains an NDN firewall to protect itself from several attacks. Roughly, the attacks can be 

classified into two types; an attack from outside and from inside. 
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Figure 13: High-level idea of NDN firewall use. 

 

As for an attack from outside, one of the cruel attacks is IFA (Tan Nguyen, 2015). In IFA, attackers 

from outside network generate a lot of anomalous Interest packets including name prefixes of tar-

geted network such as enterprise network and send them to the network in a short time of period 

in order to collapse the system. In this case, before forwarding the anomalous Interest packets to 

the network, an NDN firewall can drop them using the white list. 

 

As for an attack from inside, we point out a vulnerability of an Interest name and it will be exploited 

to perform ILA (Kondo D. , Silverston, Tode, Asami, & Perrin, 2016). If a consumer's computer in 

enterprise network is compromised by an attacker’s malware, it is possible for the malware to use 

this computer to encode confidential information into steganography embedded Interest names 

and send these anomalous Interests to the outside network where the attacker is. Against this at-

tack, an NDN firewall has to check if an Interest request from the consumer is legitimate or not us-

ing several countermeasures (Kondo D. , Silverston, Tode, Asami, & Perrin, 2017). 

 

In the context of CPA attack, the list of poisoned data is detected by signature verification module 

and notified to orchestrator that updates the list of blocked content in the firewall. 

 

NDN firewall command is written in JSON format. Figure 14 shows one example of the command. 

Note that this example is just syntactically correct in order to explain the details of the command, 

so that do not use it in practice. 

 
{ 

  "get": { 

    "mode": [], 

    "rules": [ 

      "white", 

      "black" 

    ] 

  }, 

  "post": { 

    "mode": [ 

      "accept", 

      "drop" 

…

…

NFD NDN firewall

Enterprise network Outside network

Enterprise network

operator

Consumer

Producer

Interests for IFA

Producer network

Consumer network

Command

(filtering rule, etc.)

Attacker for IFA

Malware
Interests for ILA

Attacker for ILA

IFA=Interest Flooding Attack

ILA=Information-Leakage Attack
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    ], 

    "append-accept": [ 

      "/example1", 

      "/example2" 

    ], 

    "append-drop": [ 

      "/example3", 

      "/example4" 

    ], 

    "delete-accept": [ 

      "/example1", 

      "/example2" 

    ], 

    "delete-drop": [ 

      "/example3", 

      "/example4" 

    ] 

  } 

} 

 

Figure 14: NDN firewall command example 

 

In the command, there are roughly two kinds of name/value pairs whose names are "get" and 

"post". The value of "get" is one object which can support two kinds of pairs whose names are 

"mode" and "rules". The value of "mode" has to be an empty array, and after receiving it, NDN 

firewall returns the current mode (i.e., mode which basically accepts all of packets or mode which 

basically drops all of packets). The value of "rules" has to be an array including "white" or 

"black", and after receiving it, NDN firewall returns the rules which have been already appended 

in the white or the black list. 

 

The value of "post" is also one object which can support five kinds of pairs whose names are 

"mode", "append-accept", "append-drop", "delete-accept", and "delete-drop". The 

value of "mode" has to be an array including "accept" or "drop", and after receiving it, NDN 

firewall changes the current mode to the specified one. Each value of "append-accept", "ap-

pend-drop", "delete-accept", and "delete-drop" also has to be an array including name 

prefixes, and after receiving it, NDN firewall appends or deletes rules which accepts or drops Inter-
est packets based on name prefixes in the white or the black list. 

 

If command is syntactically wrong, NDN firewall rejects it. 

4.2.2 Signature verification and blocking 

When a malicious traffic is suspected, the signature verification module will be spawned by the 

orchestrator to check the signature of Data related to some suspicious names. The module is 

launched with a set of allowed keys from trustful content provider. In the provided example Figure 

15, the first configuration action shows how to add on the fly a new key to the module. The second 

configuration action shows how to set a new filtering configuration that drops Data with a bad sig-

nature (which key is not allowed). The last element is an example of a periodical report sent to the 

manager where we can see the packets’ name that failed the verification. This component is the 

actuator which helps preventing poisoned content (in CPA situation) to cross the virtualized NDN 

slice. 
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{ 

    "action": "add_keys", 

    "id": 1, 

    "keys": [ 

        ["/throughput/KEY/%FE%29%81%F3%C0%94%CB%0A", "RSA", "-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----

\\nMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAxDmU0YehNYXRlwRbnnt/\\nYn++hyEpsa05twaCyStt

sjgeSCm6JWJ52E2LkjJWdxbr94W0m2qSvN95kikE0RRb\\nn/iGt158hYloJjGpfDCZwzDsKCk1dtjAGcaxqBLIK4v

m16ifKOcgWbD9UKbKF4FP\\nkWvWdcyMFIIMTh2LAl0uPzqX+9HDvmAxfQR5dfnrkrzNkBOs0UD+i2Yhjyd7d3SV\\

nPmzi8maIZ6GnWz863hgex0ym/Z7fvIn2bcC2Gwsd+nXkqOBW4KW/29ZEKY//xjd7\\nmEvGrVaLPRoltnLvFjF3F1

nNMei1ijND/0Mw8ZSrkOJCEKta7bU/gPrQ/pryavKa\\nvwIDAQAB\\n-----END PUBLIC KEY-----\\n"] 

    ] 

} 

 

{ 

    "name": "SV1", 

    "type": "reply", 

    "id": 1, 

    "action": "add_keys", 

    "status": ["success"] 

} 

 

{ 

    "action": "edit_config", 

    "id": 2, 

    "manager_address": "127.0.0.1", 

    "manager_port": 9999, 

    "report_each": 5000, 

    "drop": true, 

    "no_key_drop": true, 

    "unsigned_drop": false 

} 

 

{ 

    "name": "SV1", 

    "type": "reply", 

    "id": 2, 

    "action": "edit_config", 

    "changes": ["manager_endpoint", "report_each", "drop", "no_key_drop"] 

} 

 

{ 

    "name": "SV1", 

    "type": "report", 

    "action": "invalid_signature", 

    "packet_names": ["/test/1", "/test/2"] 

}     

Figure 15: Signature Verifier command example 

4.3 Synthesis 

Hereunder is a table that summarized the set of attacks that the DOCTOR system is able to handle. 

Three of them are coming from the performed risk analysis study (IFA, CPA, mixed attack), the 

fourth one is ILA (Information-Leakage Attack) (Kondo D. , Silverston, Tode, Asami, & Perrin, 2016). 

The response to each attack is further described, indicating whether it is managed in a proactive or 

reactive mode and by which component. 
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Type of 
attack 

Proactive or Reactive mode 
Remediation/countermeasure 

components 

Interest 

Flooding 

Attack 

 

Reactive response against an outsider attack:  the 

NDN firewall checks Interest packets against a 

white list and drop those that are not part of it: 

1) Detection of the attack by MMT 

2) Insertion of a firewall rule to protect the pre-

fix. 

NDN firewall 

 

Information 

Leakage At-

tack 

Reactive response against an insider attack: the 

NDN firewall checks legitimacy of consumer origi-

nated Interest packets requests and may filter them 

out. 

NDN firewall 

Content 

Poisoning 

Attack 

 

Proactive response: NDN software patching Software patching 

Reactive response: scaling out of NDN routing re-

sources, plus activation of signature verification in 

order to check data legitimacy according to the 

content provider signature. Tainted data coming 

from an attacker not holding the legitimate content 

provider private key will be identified. The NDN 

firewalls black lists will be updated in order to filter 

out this tainted data: 

1) Detection of the attack by MMT 

2) Detection of the attacked prefix by the sig-

nature verification module 

3) Insertion of a firewall rule to protect the pre-

fix 

NDN firewall and signature 

verification 

Mixed attack 

scenario 

 

Proactive response based on reported deployment 

and vulnerability information: patching services or 

VNFs, changes in VNF (deploy new VNF and/or 

change configuration), SDN network flows recon-

figuration and/or network infrastructure reconfigu-

ration with an up to date version of Docker 

Software patch 

Figure 16: Summary of the proposed responses to threats or attacks 

 

5 Specifying the DOCTOR Orchestration 

Given the components specified in Section 3 and the remediations/countermeasures identified in 

Section 4, we present in Section 5 the way the DOCTOR MANO component operates to orches-

trate these security mechanisms by configuring and/or activating components and in forcing dedi-

cated policies. 

5.1 Leveraging the TOSCA format 

TOSCA is an OASIS standard language originally defined to describe cloud workloads as a topolo-

gy template. DOCTOR’s TOSCA profile extends the OASIS simple Profile for NFV so as to take into 

account NDN specificities. As such, the DOCTOR NDN orchestrator relies on a content-oriented 

TOSCA profile to capture deployment and operational behaviour requirements of each NDN net-

work service. The NDN TOSCA profile we designed provides a number of base types to construct 

an end-to-end NDN service that we describe in the subsequent subsections. 
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5.1.1 Virtual Deployment Unit 

A VDU (Virtual Deployment Unit) is an abstraction that describes the virtual resources over which a 

VNF will be executed. Its description includes information like the deployment flavor and the image 

that will be used to build the container or the virtual machine. 
 
########VDU######## 

 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU: 

    derived_from: tosca.nodes.Compute 

    description: Virtual Deployment Units (VDU) describes a VNF in terms of its deployment 

and operational behavior requirements 

 

    properties: 

      name: 

        description: Human readable name of the VDU 

        type: string 

        required: true 

      sw_image: 

        description: Software image which is directly loaded on the virtualization con-

tainer 

        type: string 

        required: true 

      flavor: 

        description: Virtual hardware templates defining sizes for RAM, disk, number of 

cores. 

        type: string 

        required: false 

      placement_policy: 

        description: Policy to be followed for placing VDU on NFVI resources (hosts) 

        type: list 

        required: false 

      config: 

        description: script which is used to launch and config VNF 

        type: string 

        required: false 

      service_port: 

        type: integer 

        description: target and public port to be exposed to external networks 

        required: false 

 

    capabilities: 

      virtual_bindable: 

        type: tosca.capabilities.nfv.VirtualBindable 

Figure 17: NDN TOSCA profile: VDU definition 

5.1.2 Virtual Network Function 

A VNF (Virtual Network Function) represents a base node that describes the piece of software that 

will be executed on a VDU. VNF node includes information such as: software version, configuration 

parameters and virtual identifiers. In the context of the DOCTOR project, we have especially re-

fined its definition to consider the set of NDN prefix to be announced for routing purposes. For 

clarity purposes, we have further defined VNFs standing for the HTTP/NFN gateways and the NDN 

firewall. 
 
#########VNF######## 

 

node_types: 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF: 

    derived_from: tosca.nodes.Root 

    description: Software implementation of a DOCTOR network function 

 

    properties: 
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      id: 

        type: string 

        description: ID of this VNF 

      vendor: 

        type: string 

        description: name of the vendor who generate this VNF 

      version: 

        type: version 

        description: version of the software for this VNF 

      ndn_name: 

        type: string 

        description: NDN prefix to be announced 

        required: False 

      mode: 

        type: string 

        description: signature verification mode 

        required: False 

        constraints: 

        - valid_values: [ SV, NO_SV ] 

 

    requirements: 

      - VDU: 

          capability: tosca.capabilities.nfv.VirtualCompute 

          node: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU 

 

#########VNF######## 

 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF.ingressGW: 

    derived_from: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF 

    description: >- 

      Software implementation of an ingress gateway 

 

#########Firewall######## 

 

 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF.firewall: 

    derived_from: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF 

    description: >- 

      Software implementation of a NDN firewall 

 

    properties: 

      configuration: 

        type: tosca.nfv.datatypes.firewallConfig 

        description: firewall initial configuration 

        required: False 

Figure 18: NDN TOSCA profile: VNF definition 

5.1.3 Virtual Link 

A Virtual Link (VL) describes resources requirements that are need to link (i.e., create a relationship) 

between two VDUs. This description includes information, such as the underlying protocol type 

used, which in the case of the DOCTOR infrastructure is VXLAN. 
 
#########VnfVirtualLinkDesc######### 

 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VnfVirtualLinkDesc: 

      derived_from: tosca.nodes.network.Network 

      description: >- 

         Logical internal virtual link 

 

      properties: 

        name: 

          type: string 

          required: false 

        connectivity_type: 

          type: string 
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          constraints: 

            - valid_values: [ VXLAN ] 

 

      capabilities: 

        virtual_linkable: 

          type: tosca.capabilities.nfv.VirtualLinkable 

Figure 19: NDN TOSCA profile: Virtual Link definition 

5.1.4 Connection Point 

A Connection Point is an abstract node that represents the connection capability which associates 

a VDU to a virtual link. 
 
#########ConnectionPoint######### 

 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.Cpd: 

      derived_from: tosca.nodes.network.Port 

      description: Network connectivity point to a compute resource or a VL 

 

      properties: 

        name: 

          type: string 

          required: false 

        layer_protocol: 

          type: string 

          constraints: 

            - valid_values: [ VXLAN ] 

          required: false 

        address: 

          #just meta infos, not the actual IP address 

          type: tosca.datatypes.nfv.L3AddressData # Not built-in tosca parser, need to be 

defined 

          required: false 

 

      requirements: 

        - virtual_link: 

            description: association with a VL 

            capability: tosca.capabilities.nfv.VirtualLinkable 

            node: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VnfVirtualLinkDesc 

        - virtual_binding: 

            description: association with a VDU 

            capability: tosca.capabilities.nfv.VirtualBindable 

            node: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU 

 

Figure 20: NDN TOSCA profile: Connection Point definition 

5.1.5 Forwarding Path and Graph 

A Forwarding Path is a special node that represents a list of VNFs that a particular set of NDN 

packets will follow. Given the content-oriented network paradigm of the DOCTOR project, this 

node was substantially redesigned, as compared, to standard IP TOSCA profiles, in order to take 

into account NDN specificities, such as using prefix to classify Interest packets instead of L3 and 

L2 source and destination addresses. Finally, a Forwarding Graph gathers together all the nodes 

defined above. 
 
#########Forwarding path######### 

 

  tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.FP: 

    derived_from: tosca.nodes.Root 

    properties: 

      id: 

        type: integer 

        required: false 
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      policy: 

        type: tosca.nfv.datatypes.policyType 

        required: true 

        description: policy to use to match traffic for this FP 

      path: 

        type: list 

        required: true 

        entry_schema: 

          type: tosca.nfv.datatypes.pathType 

 

#########Forwarding Graph######### 

 

  tosca.groups.nfv.DOCTOR.VNFFG: 

    derived_from: tosca.groups.Root 

 

    properties: 

      vendor: 

        type: string 

        required: true 

        description: name of the vendor who generate this VNFFG 

 

      version: 

        type: string 

        required: true 

        description: version of this VNFFG 

 

      number_of_endpoints: 

      # not supported yet 

        type: integer 

        required: false 

        description: count of the external endpoints included in this VNFFG 

 

      dependent_virtual_link: 

        type: list 

        entry_schema: 

          type: string 

        required: true 

        description: Reference to a VLD used in this Forwarding Graph 

 

      connection_point: 

        type: list 

        entry_schema: 

          type: string 

        required: true 

        description: Reference to Connection Points forming the VNFFG 

 

      constituent_vnfs: 

        type: list 

        entry_schema: 

          type: string 

        required: true 

        description: Reference to a list of VNFD used in this VNF Forwarding Graph 

Figure 21: NDN TOSCA profile: Forwarding Path and Graph definition 

5.1.6 Policies 

Policies are types describing ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rules to apply dynamically. Currently, 

the DOCTOR profile includes three types of policies:  

 The signature verification policy, which allows to change the NDN router mode such as the 

enforcement of signature verification to be applied on Data packets; 

 The firewall policy, which allows to configure, at runtime, firewalls mode and configuration 

(i.e., white and black lists); 

 The scaling policy, which allows monitoring VNFs performance metrics, and whenever a 

threshold is crossed, an action of a scaling-out type is performed by the orchestrator. 
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######### Monitoring Policies ######### 

 

policy_types: 

 

  tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.security.signature_verification: 

    derived_from: tosca.policies.Root 

 

    properties: 

      id: 

        type: integer 

        required: false 

        description: id of the policy 

 

  tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.security.update_firewall: 

    derived_from: tosca.policies.Root 

 

    properties: 

      id: 

        type: integer 

        required: false 

        description: id of the policy 

 

  tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.scaling: 

    derived_from: tosca.policies.Root 

 

    properties: 

      id: 

        type: integer 

        required: false 

        description: id of the policy 

      meter_name: 

        type: string 

        required: true 

        description: meter to monitor 

Figure 22: NDN TOSCA profile: Policies definition 

5.2 NDN orchestration 

Using the DOCTOR TOSCA definition presented above, an operator can specify a complete 

TOSCA template that describes its service topology. Figure 23 depicts an illustrative service topol-

ogy that includes four VNFs (three routers and one firewall). 

 
Figure 23: NDN service topology example 
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In order to specify the TOSCA template this service topology, we start by defining the VNFs that 

constitute it. Figure 24 describes the TOSCA extract that models the VNF nodes. For each node, 

we specify the VNF’s name, id and requirements, which in this case is the VDU on which it need to 

be deployed. 
 
   router_1: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF 

      properties: 

        id: 1 

        vendor: orange 

        version: 1.0 

      requirements: 

        - VDU: VDU1 

 

    router_2: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF 

      properties: 

        id: 2 

        vendor: orange 

        version: 1.0 

      requirements: 

        - VDU: VDU2 

 

    firewall: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF.firewall 

      properties: 

        id: 3 

        vendor: loria 

        version: 1.0 

        configuration: 

          mode: accept 

      requirements: 

        - VDU: VDU3 

 

    router_3: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VNF 

      properties: 

        id: 4 

        vendor: orange 

        version: 1.0 

      requirements: 

        - VDU: VDU4 

Figure 24: TOSCA VNFs specification 

 

The next step consists in specifying the related VDUs. Figure 25 shows the corresponding TOSCA 

extract. For each VDU, we define the Docker image that need to be used to construct the VDU. In 

this example, the routers use the image “DOCTOR/ndn_router:v1” and the firewall uses the image 

“DOCTOR/ndn_firewall:v1”. Another important property for VDUs relies in their placement policy, 

which allows specifying deployment constraints on the NFVI. For instance, all routers’ VDUs (i.e., 

VDU1, VDU2 and VDU4) are deployed on resources that hold the label “nfviPoP1” and firewall’s 

VDU3 is deployed on resources that hold the label “nfviPoP2”.  
 
    VDU1: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU 

      properties: 

        name: VDU1 

        sw_image: DOCTOR/ndn_router:v1 

        config: /DOCTOR/launch_nfd_router.sh 

        flavor: medium 

        placement_policy: ['location==nfviPoP_1'] 

 

    VDU2: 
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      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU 

      properties: 

        name: VDU2 

        sw_image: DOCTOR/ndn_router:v1 

        config: /DOCTOR/launch_nfd_router.sh 

        flavor: medium 

        placement_policy: ['location==nfviPoP_1'] 

 

    VDU3: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU 

      properties: 

        name: VDU3 

        sw_image: DOCTOR/ndn_firewall:v1 

        config: /DOCTOR/launch_ndn_firewall.sh 

        flavor: medium 

        placement_policy: ['location==nfviPoP_2'] 

 

    VDU4: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VDU 

      properties: 

        name: VDU4 

        sw_image: DOCTOR/ndn_router:v1 

        config: /DOCTOR/launch_nfd_router.sh 

        flavor: medium 

        placement_policy: ['location==nfviPoP_1'] 

Figure 25: TOSCA VDUs declaration 
 

Once VDUs are described, one can run to the description of virtual links that connect them. Figure 

26 depicts the TOSCA extract that models the three needed virtual links. For each link, we specify 

its name and the underplaying communication protocol to be used (i.e., VXLAN). 
 
    VL1: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VnfVirtualLinkDesc 

      properties: 

        name: VL1 

        connectivity_type: VXLAN 

 

    VL2: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VnfVirtualLinkDesc 

      properties: 

        name: VL2 

        connectivity_type: VXLAN 

 

    VL3: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VnfVirtualLinkDesc 

      properties: 

        name: VL3 

        connectivity_type: VXLAN 

 

    VL4: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.VnfVirtualLinkDesc 

      properties: 

        name: VL4 

        connectivity_type: VXLAN 

Figure 26: TOSCA Virtual Links declaration 

 
To bind virtual links to VDUs, we declare the different Connection Points (CP), where each CP al-

lows connecting a VDU to a virtual links. In order to be brief, we show only a part of the declared 

CPs in Figure 27. Note that, for two VDUs to be connected, each one of them need to have at least 

one CP that is connected to the same virtual link.  
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    VDU1_VL1_CP: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.Cpd 

      properties: 

        name: VDU1_VL1_CP 

        layer_protocol: VXLAN 

      requirements: 

        - virtual_link: VL1 

        - virtual_binding: VDU1 

 

    VDU2_VL1_CP: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.Cpd 

      properties: 

        name: VDU2_VL1_CP 

        layer_protocol: VXLAN 

      requirements: 

        - virtual_link: VL1 

        - virtual_binding: VDU2 

Figure 27: TOSCA Connection point description extract 
 

At this stage, the virtual topology is defined. The next step is to define the forwarding path that will 

implement the service functions chaining. Figure 28 depicts the TOSCA extract that describes our 

forwarding path for all the /http prefix. The path states that each Interest packet that holds an /http 

prefix need to pass through the path that includes router_1, router_2, firewall and finally router_3.  
 
    http_from_r1_to_r3: 

      type: tosca.nodes.nfv.DOCTOR.FP 

      description: creates path for /http from r1 to r3 

      properties: 

        id: 1 

        policy: 

          type: NDN 

          prefix: [/http] 

        path: 

          - forwarder: router_1 

            capability: VDU1_VL1_CP 

          - forwarder: router_2 

            capability: VDU2_VL1_CP 

          - forwarder: router_2 

            capability: VDU2_VL2_CP 

          - forwarder: firewall 

            capability: VDU3_VL2_CP 

          - forwarder: firewall 

            capability: VDU3_VL3_CP             

          - forwarder: router_3 

            capability: VDU4_VL3_CP 

Figure 28: TOSCA Forwarding Path description 
 

The final step is to define the network policies that will be executed at runtime. Figure 29 shows 

the description of a scaling policy. The policy is applied on three targets (router 1, 2 and 3). Every 

600 seconds, the orchestrator will check the PIT size and if the condition is satisfied (i.e. the PIT 

size is greater than 50 Interest packets), the orchestrator will then apply the scaling policy on the 

target router to spawn 3 replicas.  
 

    - scaling_out_policy: 

        type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.scaling 

        targets: [router_1, router_2] 

        triggers: 

          scale_out: 

            meter_name: PIT 

            event_type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.utilization 

            condition: 

              constraint: pending_interests greater_than 50 
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              threshold: 50 

              comparison_operator: gt 

              period: 600 

            action: 

              action_type: scale_out 

              number: 3 

Figure 29: TOSCA scaling policy description 

5.3 Specifying proactive security mechanisms with CyberCaptor 

CyberCaptor is a component that is able to perform a system architecture security analysis based 

on its topology and the definition of the deployed services. The foundations of this analysis are a 

rule based expert system and information contained in public vulnerability databases. This compo-

nent, part of DOCTOR NFVO, is invoked upon system initialization in order to process the TOSCA 

encoded information and produces attack graphs and proposed countermeasures that are propa-

gated to the rest of the system. 

 

CyberCaptor is composed of two sub-components: CyberCaptor-server which is the attack graph 

computation engine and cyber-data-extract which is in charge or interfacing CyberCaptor-server 
with external systems. The cyber-data-extract component is in charge of providing the information 

required by CyberCaptor-server for the risk analysis process. When the DOCTOR TOSCA definition 

is updated, it is processed by the TOSCA Processor and provided to the Orchestration engine. The 

TOSCA Parser is also feeding in parallel this YAML encoded information to a CyberCaptor adapter 

in order to generate the XML encoded topology configuration defining the up-to-date topological 

information, associated with vulnerability scan information from physical and virtual machines (as 

can be provided by tools such as Nessus, OpenVAS, Docker-scanner). 

 

An extract of such a topology description message is exposed into Figure 7. This information is 

then processed by the CyberCaptor cyber-data-extract component, which performs a format con-

version, including when required generating physical support infrastructure for virtual functions 

(subnets and hosts definition, with the corresponding IP addressing plan). The result is then 

pushed towards the CyberCaptor-server computation engine by invoking its RESTful API, provid-

ing it with the characteristics of both IP and NDN topologies, hosts and services. 

 

This action triggers the attack graph computation. This iterative process enables CyberCaptor Cy-
berCaptor-server to keep a global view over the deployed virtual network status (topology and de-

ployed VNFs) and the physical infrastructure, and to compute an updated view of the system 

threats modelized as an attack graph. Upon computation of the result, an updated version of the 

attack graph, attack paths and remediations is made available to client applications, which are able 

to request it through usage of the CyberCaptor-server RESTful API. 

 

In the context of the DOCTOR project, the MMT component is able to invoke the CyberCaptor-
server RESTful API and thus is able to access this information. It is therefore able to take into ac-

count the remediation strategy proposed by CyberCaptor, and to translate them into notifications 

to issue to the orchestrator. Consequently, by integrating MMT and CyberCaptor, which initially 

provides a proactive security process, the DOCTOR platform is than able to propose a dynamic 

process of vulnerabilities detection which provided an added-value for the assurance of security in 

virtualized environment. 
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5.4 Specifying reactive security mechanisms 

In order to mitigate CPA issues in NDN, we have designed an orchestration scenario which follows 

a main guideline which states that the CPA mitigation should not impact the legitimate traffic pro-

cessing over the virtual topology. As such, three basic actions are at the core of the CPA mitigation 

policy: 

 Signature verification is performed by nodes that are on the path of a CPA. Indeed, detec-

tion solution for CPA attacks, as presented in deliverable D2.2 can only detect the faces 

where the attack comes from, but not the exact contents that are subjected to the attack. 

Consequently, signature verification must be performed to accurately identify the poisoned 

content. 

 Since signature verification can exhaust computing resources, a scale-out operation must 

allow a dynamic provisioning of additional NDN routing resources and the service chaining 

must be adapted consequently; 

 Once detected by the signature verification of NDN routers, the black list of NDN firewalls 

are updated accordingly to prevent these contents from still entering the operated network, 

and thus, incrementally clean up the network, but also free the resources it offered to deal 

with such undesirable traffic. 

 

Based on these basic statements, we have designed related TOSCA policies which allow an effi-

cient mitigation of CPA. In order to illustrate the enforcement of this mitigation strategy, we con-

sider the topology already described in previous sections, in reminded in Figure 30 in which we 

consider that the network operator leveraging the CPA mitigation is AS1 and it owns a peering re-

lation with AS2 which is on the way toward a malicious server which performs the CPA. The NDN 

Firewall stands for the first networking element the incoming traffic encounters and thus can effi-

ciently select appropriate traffic to forward. 

 

 
Figure 30: NDN service topology example with two ASes and one CPA attacker 

 

The specification of the three policies which enable an efficient mitigation of the CPA from the NDN 

server is provided below. 
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  policies: 

 

    - CPA_countermeasure: 

        type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.security.signature_verification 

        targets: [router_2] 

        triggers: 

 

          router_2_verification: 

            event_type: tosca.nfv.DOCTOR.security.alert.cpa 

            condition: 

              constraint: triggred_by router_2 

            action: 

              action_type: update_router_mode 

              mode: signing 

              target_router: router_2 

 

    - update_firewall: 

        type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.security.update_firewall 

        targets: [firewall] 

        triggers: 

 

          firewall_trigger: 

            event_type: tosca.nfv.DOCTOR.security.alert.poisoned_content 

            condition: 

              constraint: triggred_by router_2 

            action: 

              action_type: update_firewall 

              target_firewall: firewall 

 

    - scaling_out_policy: 

        type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.scaling 

        targets: [router_1, router_2] 

        triggers: 

          scale_out: 

            meter_name: PIT 

            event_type: tosca.policies.nfv.DOCTOR.ndn.utilization 

            condition: 

              constraint: pending_interests greater_than 50 

              threshold: 50 

              comparison_operator: gt 

              period: 600 

            action: 

              action_type: scale_out 

              number: 3 

Figure 31: TOSCA policies to mitigate CPA 

 

The application of the PIT size monitoring enables a scaling out policy which dynamically conducts 

to the following topology. 
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Figure 32: NDN service topology example with a dynamic scale out of NDN router 2 

 

To summarize the process, we propose to mitigate a Content Poisoning Attack by leveraging both 

detection engines located within the virtualized NDN island and also policies enforced by MANO 

components of the virtualized infrastructure itself, the following figure depicts the main orchestra-

tion steps. One can remark the three-way feedback is provided by NDN components and probes 

up to the orchestrator that can dynamically evaluate policies and triggers actions (scale out, fire-

wall reconfiguration, signature enforcement) accordingly. 
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Figure 33: Global sequence diagram for the orchestration of CPA mitigation 
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6 Conclusion 

The goal of this deliverable was to demonstrate how the DOCTOR architecture is able to increase 

the global network reliability. 

 

Firstly, the role of each component was presented with respect to the DOCTOR management and 

orchestrator architecture and their technical specifications was provided. 

 

The security mechanisms against selected threats (i.e., IFA, CPA, ILA and mixed attack), targeting 

either the NDN technology and protocols or the SDN/NFV architecture, were presented. The con-

ception of novel remediation/countermeasure solutions or reconfiguration has been proposed. As 

such, the selection of the responsible components for implementing them has been identified as 

well as their overall orchestration by the DOCTOR NFVO. An extension of the TOSCA language has 

been considered to design an NDN profile which covers the following deployment elements: Virtual 

Deployment Units, Virtual Network Functions, Virtual Links, Connection Points, Forwarding Path 

and Graph. This profile also contains the definition of the security policies that are formalized as 

Event-Condition-Action rules.  

 

The DOCTOR architecture and orchestration being defined, the next step (D3.2) will concern the 

implementation of the remediations/countermeasures and their evaluation in the DOCTOR testbed. 

To overcome the performance limits of the current monolithic NDN implementation and widen the 

possible deployed topologies, a modular NDN implementation as microservices will be proposed 

and evaluated. This will fully take benefit of the dynamical configuration capabilities of the 

DOCTOR virtualized infrastructure. 
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8 Annexes 

8.1 CyberCaptor JSON encoded attack graph extract 

 

{ 

  "attack_graph": { 

    "vertices": { 

      "vertex": [ 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(h1,_)", 

          "id": 1 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 2 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "\\==(_,root)", 

          "id": 3 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(h1,root)", 

          "id": 4 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 

          "id": 5 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(h1)", 

          "id": 6 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(h2,_)", 

          "id": 7 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 8 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(h2,root)", 

          "id": 9 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 
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          "id": 10 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(h2)", 

          "id": 11 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(h3,_)", 

          "id": 12 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 13 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(h3,root)", 

          "id": 14 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 

          "id": 15 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(hss_1,_)", 

          "id": 17 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(h3)", 

          "id": 16 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(hss_1,root)", 

          "id": 19 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 18 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "vmOnHost(hss_1,h1,kvm,root)", 

          "id": 21 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 16 (VM runs on compromised host so it is compromised)", 

          "id": 20 

        }, 
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        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(hss_1)", 

          "id": 23 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 

          "id": 22 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 25 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(mme_1,_)", 

          "id": 24 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 16 (VM runs on compromised host so it is compromised)", 

          "id": 27 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(mme_1,root)", 

          "id": 26 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 

          "id": 29 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "vmOnHost(mme_1,h2,kvm,root)", 

          "id": 28 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(pgw_1,_)", 

          "id": 31 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(mme_1)", 

          "id": 30 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 16 (VM runs on compromised host so it is compromised)", 

          "id": 34 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 
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          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "vmOnHost(pgw_1,h3,kvm,root)", 

          "id": 35 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 32 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(pgw_1,root)", 

          "id": 33 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(sgw_1,_)", 

          "id": 38 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 15 (root can impersonate any user)", 

          "id": 39 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 

          "id": 36 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(pgw_1)", 

          "id": 37 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "vmOnHost(sgw_1,h3,kvm,root)", 

          "id": 42 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 3 (Attacker is root on his machine)", 

          "id": 43 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "OR", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "execCode(sgw_1,root)", 

          "id": 40 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "AND", 

          "metric": 0, 

          "fact": "RULE 16 (VM runs on compromised host so it is compromised)", 

          "id": 41 

        }, 

        { 

          "type": "LEAF", 

          "metric": 1, 

          "fact": "attackerLocated(sgw_1)", 
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          "id": 44 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    "arcs": { 

      "arc": [ 

        { 

          "src": 2, 

          "dst": 3 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 5, 

          "dst": 6 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 4, 

          "dst": 5 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 2, 

          "dst": 4 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 1, 

          "dst": 2 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 8, 

          "dst": 3 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 10, 

          "dst": 11 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 9, 

          "dst": 10 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 8, 

          "dst": 9 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 7, 

          "dst": 8 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 13, 

          "dst": 3 

        }, 

 

... 

 

 

        { 

          "src": 40, 

          "dst": 41 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 43, 

          "dst": 44 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 40, 

          "dst": 43 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 39, 
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          "dst": 40 

        }, 

        { 

          "src": 38, 

          "dst": 39 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

 

8.2 CyberCaptor topology file example 

 
<machine> 

    <name>host3</name> 

    <security_requirement>1</security_requirement> 

    <controllers> 

      <controller>orchestrateur_global</controller> 

    </controllers> 

    <interfaces> 

      <interface> 

        <name>eth0</name> 

        <ipaddress>192.168.1.3</ipaddress> 

        <vlan> 

          <name>vlan0</name> 

          <label>vlan0</label> 

        </vlan> 

      </interface> 

    </interfaces> 

    <services> 

      <service> 

        <name>docker</name> 

        <ipaddress>192.168.1.3</ipaddress> 

        <protocol>none</protocol> 

        <port>0</port> 

        <global_name>host3_docker</global_name> 

        <cpe>cpe:/a:docker:docker:1.12.2</cpe> 

      </service> 

    </services> 

    <routes> 

      <route> 

        <destination>0.0.0.0</destination> 

        <mask>0.0.0.0</mask> 

        <gateway>192.168.1.254</gateway> 

        <interface>eth0</interface> 

      </route> 

    </routes> 

  </machine> 

  <machine> 

    <name>ndn2</name> 

    <security_requirement>0</security_requirement> 

    <physical_host> 

      <hostname>host3</hostname> 

      <hypervisor>docker</hypervisor> 

      <user>docker</user> 

    </physical_host> 

    <controllers> 

      <controller>orchestrateur_global</controller> 

    </controllers> 

    <interfaces /> 

    <faces> 

      <face> 

        <name>r1</name> 

      </face> 
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      <face> 

        <name>r4</name> 

      </face> 

    </faces> 

    <services> 

      <service> 

        <name>NFD</name> 

        <protocol>ndn</protocol> 

        <port>0</port> 

      </service> 

    </services> 

    <routes /> 

  </machine> 

  <machine> 

 


